THE 8th TCS BANCS CUSTOMER FORUM 2015
It is time to meet again at the
8th TCS BaNCS Annual Customer Forum 2015

Venue: The Fullerton Hotel, Singapore.
Date: October 14, 2015, Registration begins at 2:30PM

Followed by:
FT-TCS BaNCS Financial Leaders Dinner Forum, 7:00 PM onwards

Meet us at J34 at SIBOS 2015

Image Courtesy: http://www.fullertonhotel.com/
The 8th TCS BaNCS Customer Forum

AGENDA

Venue: The Fullerton Hotel, Singapore
Date: Wednesday, October 14, 2015

2:30pm  Registration

3:00pm  Welcome Address

3:05pm  Inaugural Key Note
Managing Infrastructure Refresh

3:30pm  Industry Key Note - 1
Simplifying Post Trade Processing

4:00pm  Coffee Break

4:30pm  Industry Key Note - 2
Payment Hub Technology

5:00pm  TCS Financial Solutions -
Strategic Brief - Market Trends and our Product Responses

5:45pm  Closing Remarks & Group Photograph

6:00pm  Networking & Cocktails

7:00pm  Financial Times – TCS BaNCS Financial Leaders Dinner Forum

RSVP: anjana.srikanth@tcs.com
For the 5th consecutive year, the Financial Times and Tata Consultancy Services are pleased to announce the annual FT-TCS BaNCS Financial Leaders Dinner taking place during Sibos 2015.

**Wednesday 14 October 2015**

The Fullerton Hotel, Singapore | 18:00 to 21:45
To register: live.ft.com/tcs2015

This invitation-only event for senior executives (MDs, CIOs, CTOs, Heads of LOBs) and other experts from the Financial Services industry will explore the challenge of change facing the payments and securities transactions domains.

Our panellists will discuss what financial institutions are and should be doing to succeed in a marketplace that is under constant pressure to innovate. Chaired by the FT’s Alphaville Editor for the US **Cardiff Garcia**, confirmed speakers include:

- **Paolo Cederle**, Chief Executive Officer, UniCredit Business Integrated Solutions
- **Karin Flinspach**, Head of Cash Products, Transaction Banking, Standard Chartered
- **Rhomaios Ram**, Chief Information Officer, Global Transaction Banking, Deutsche Bank
- **Girish Ramachandran**, President, Asia Pacific, Tata Consultancy Services
- **Nick Scott**, Global Head of Capital Markets, TCS Financial Solutions

*During dinner, Marco Tempest, the renowned Magician and Techno-Illusionist, will demonstrate how magic, computers and video combine to produce astonishing results and stimulate creative thinking in the financial world.*

We anticipate that the event will be highly oversubscribed and urge you to register early.

To secure your place please apply via live.ft.com/tcs2015 or contact Lara Cornaro at ftlive@ft.com
AGENDA

6:00pm  Registration and cocktail reception
7:00pm  Opening remarks
        Cardiff Garcia, US Editor, FT Alphaville, Financial Times

7:05pm  Welcome by Tata Consultancy Services
        Girish Ramachandran, President, Asia Pacific, Tata Consultancy Services

7:10pm  Appetizer served

7:30pm  Master of illusion: Inventing the impossible
        Magic, computers and video are combined to produce astonishing results
        and stimulate creative thinking in the financial world.
        Marco Tempest, Magician and Techno-Illusionist

8:00pm  Dinner served
8:45pm  Panel discussion: The art of the possible – digital innovation in
        payments and securities

The technology used in the payments and securities sectors is advancing
rapidly. Bankers, payment card companies, asset managers and others need
re-evaluate their thinking to keep up with developments or, even better,
get out in front. Likely topics to be discussed include:

Commercialising creativity: how is creative thinking and digital innovation in
the world of payments and securities transactions being put to commercial
use?

Real-time payments: why are so many countries introducing “instant”
payments schemes, how advanced is the technology behind them, and what
are the impediments to success?

Crypto-currencies: what are they, how do they work, who is investing in
them, and will they really take off?

Digital wallets: how are they disrupting traditional payment methods?

Securities: what are the most exciting technology-based changes taking
place in the securities markets, in areas such as OTC derivatives clearing and
reporting, collateral management, high-frequency trading, credit ratings,
stress-testing investment portfolios, counter-party risk management,
securities lending, repo and custody?

Cyber security: how serious is the threat of cyber crime, and what security
measures are financial institutions taking to mitigate the threat?

Regulation: how is it a catalyst for change?

Looking ahead: what innovations are under development or mooted that
could further disrupt current business models and create new opportunities
in the payments and securities world?

Confirmed panellists:

Paolo Cederle, Chief Executive Officer, UniCredit Business Integrated
Solutions

Karin Flinspach, Head of Cash Products, Transaction Banking, Standard
Chartered

Rhomaioos Ram, Managing Director, Global Head of Product Management,
Head of GTB Digitalisation, Global Transaction Banking, Deutsche Bank

Nick Scott, Global Head of Capital Markets, TCS Financial Solutions

Moderator: Cardiff Garcia, US Editor, FT Alphaville, Financial Times

9:30pm  Closing remarks